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We All Live in Shalott
Jennifer Truong
You say the world is dark, devoid of color and light, a grim and 
shadowed box, a dull and endless night.
Let me paint for you, reader; let me show you hues, which are  
vibrant and endless, colors you never knew.
“Impossible,” you say, so skeptical and wry,
“This room has only darkness; the colors have run dry”.
It’s true the world is dimmer. Of shadows, I too, am sick,
 But color—meaning—still exist; let me show you the trick.
I’ll find you red, the reddest red, a shade so bold and bright.
It runs in veins, and leaves dark stains—a color of raw might.
And when it rises to the cheeks, from love or lust within,
It burns and glows—makes passions grow—like soft lips tinged  
with sin.
I’ll hold my breath ‘till I turn blue, exhale in a gasp, to wear the  
shade of somberness, while oxygen slips out of grasp.
My breath is raw, my lungs are sore, but now you get to see, a color 
cold, devoid of warmth, a shade sad and lonely.
I’ll show you yellow in my heart for hearts are made of gold.
This substance is both pure and strong shining like kings,  
in tales of old.
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So many ways a heart can break—one jagged crack, or crumbs.  
But even the most broken heart can be remolded by someone.
And here is yet another hue, brimming with potential unseen.
For golden hearts face gloomy blues, can make a hopeful green.
It was difficult to make this shade, more than you would expect.
But willingly I take the gloom, for you had not seen it yet.
We humans bruise in purple a consequence of two.
For raw emotions burn in red, and the pain glows subtle blue.
This violet shade, favored by kings, balances opposite sides. It carries 
the power of red, while sad blue makes it wise.
And look! See all the colors now.
Watch every shade refract.
So with the spectrum nearly complete,
I need to end my act.
You’ll see I may look different now; I’ve no color of my own. For each 
shade was cast from me, and thrown into the sun.
To put meaning in the world
To make your visions seen,
To show someone else the rainbow,
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It certainly isn’t free.
I’ve no regrets, though, for much like Tennyson’s Lady of Shalott, 
Artists feel pain when they do work, but more when they do not.
Now, reader, promise me something. Say you promise me now.
Try to find your true colors, and paint your world somehow.
For though the world may still be dim, and, for some, entirely dark.
You can add light and color. You can add your art.
